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For the vast majority of Italy travelers, the best way to get around Italy is by train, although it's not

always a straightforward process to do so â€“ and that's where this guide comes in.Italy may look

like a small country when compared to the rest of the planet, but getting around can still be a

challenge if you arenâ€™t prepared to deal with the vagaries of the Italian rail system. In this guide,

youâ€™ll learn everything you need to know to make your Italian train adventure a smooth

experience - from questions you already have to questions you don't even know you should be

asking - including:The difference between train tickets and reservations, and when youâ€™ll need

bothHow to decide whether to buy a Rail Pass or point-to-point ticketsHow to read an Italian train

scheduleHow to buy train tickets and reservations, either before you leave home or once youâ€™re

in ItalyHow to deal with Italian train strikesAnd much more.By the time you finish this book, you'll be

a confident traveler on the Italian rail system - leaving you more time to enjoy actually being in Italy,

instead of spending precious vacation time figuring it out as you go.Want to keep learning more?

Join my Italy Explained newsletter to get Italy travel tips and find out about new books! --

italyexplained.comFrom personal experience, I know that there are few things more satisfying as a

traveler than the sense of accomplishment you get after planning a trip on your own, executing that

plan, and â€“ perhaps most important â€“ being able to make decisions on the fly. As a writer, I love

helping other travelers achieve that high.I want you to own your trip.I want you to be empowered

enough to plan your own trip without turning the reins over to someone else. I want you to go into

your travels with a swagger that says youâ€™re confident enough to choose a restaurant, use the

automated train ticket machine, and navigate the subway system. I want you to feel that confidence

not because you know everything â€“ no one does â€“ but because you know enough to make an

educated decision and to change plans if your first choice doesn't work out.My name is Jessica. I'm

an Italophile, and now I'm your travel cheerleader.AUGUST 2015: The book was updated this

month with some new information about ticket validation machines!
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I found this to be an excellent resource for learning how to use the trains in Italy. I feel much more

confident about planning my upcoming trip after reading this guide. I have now signed up for her

newsletter and I will read her blog as well. Even though those resources are available, having this

guide download on my iPad will continue to be very helpful.

We have little to no experience with train travel in Europe. This resource has been wonderful in

helping prepare us for what's coming. We expect a few glitches but we're feeling a bit more relaxed

if they come along.

This book is so informative and practical! A must read.

Very useful. I downloaded it to my tablet, and will be taking it with me to Italy for reference.

The book is very concise and explained the quirks of the Italian train system. Recommended to

anyone going by train.

Very helpful and concise. A useful guide for what can be a very confusing system for travelers.

If you'll be traveling to Italy and there's even a remote possibility you'll be riding the rails, do yourself



a favor and load this book onto your device of choice. Now.In her clearly written, concise guide,

Spiegel covers everything you'll need to know about maneuvering through the Italian train system

from buying tickets to getting around the station. Her walk through how to use Trenitalia's frustrating

website is worth the price of the book alone, especially if you have limited Italian skills.Oh, and

regarding that, there's also a glossary at the end with a pronunciation guide so you can always whip

out your copy of Italy Explained: Italian Trains to help you communicate with ticket vendors,

conductors, and the like if need be.Highly, highly recommended.P.S. Awesome cover, too!** NOTE:

I received a review copy of this book from the author; the opinions expressed are my own.
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